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EVALUATING THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF CUCUMBERS
FOR IMPROVED HEALTH AND SKIN CARE
H. Murad, M.A. Nyc

Abstract: Epidemiological and nutritional studies indicate that cucumbers, a fruit in the cucurbitaceae family, have numerous
benefits internally, externally and even emotionally. As a food, cucumbers offer superior hydration, as they are about 95%
water. They have been used for decades for their anti-inflammatory benefits on skin, soothing properties for digestion, and other
therapeutic uses. The following contribution offers an overview of cucumbers, specifically, their use to augment cellular water and
address common conditions (i.e.: skin discoloration and aging, cardiovascular and cancerous diseases, bone health, inflammation,
and connective tissue disorders).
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Introduction
The importance of diet on health has been welldocumented; deficiencies in key vitamins and minerals
can result in serious developmental and metabolic
problems. Undoubtedly, the phrase “you are what you
eat” has some merit to it: the better you eat, the better you
look and feel. Additionally, eating healthy and nutritious
foods boosts immune responses and helps fight infections
as well as free radicals.
With so many nutritional requirements to take into
account, finding the right natural food sources to meet
our body’s needs can seem like a daunting task. Each
month there are new recommendations or food trends
regarding eggs, meat, fat, or even water consumption.
Suffice to say, ongoing research of the benefits of foods is
needed, and one fruit, which deserves more consideration
is the cucumber.
Cucumbers, which are fruits and not vegetables, have
long been associated with the spa world and topical
skin treatment (1, 2). Peering through beauty magazines,
will no doubt offer several photos of models basking
in relaxation with their eye cucumber slices. These
pictures are not exclusively based on marketing the idea
of luxurious relaxation and soothing spa treatments.
Aside from their cooling effect on skin, cucumber slices
offer many benefits to the eyes and surrounding tissues
through their hydrating properties, which work to reduce
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dehydration, their high levels of vitamin K that help
reduce dark circles, and the lignans they contain for
reducing inflammation (3). Additionally, cucumbers have
been used to treat wrinkles and sunburns and have been
used as a moisturizer and skin brightener by inhibiting
tyrosinase (4). The benefits of cucumbers are not just
relegated to topical treatment. In fact, abundant research
has shown what can happen when the fruit is consumed.

Background
Cucumbers, which are related to melons, such as
watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew, are a relatively
low-calorie food at just about 15 calories per cup,
and are about 95% water. They contain high levels of
lignans, vitamin K, cucurbitacins and their derivatives
(triterpenoids), flavonoids (apigenin, luteolin, quercetin,
and kaempferol), antioxidants such as beta carotene
and vitamin C, and B vitamins, among other trace
elements and minerals (5, 6). With such a high level
of water content and the added bonus of naturallyoccuring nutrients and trace minerals, cucumbers could
be great supplements to drinking water or even serve
as an alternative to consuming sports drinks. In fact,
the best way to replenish the body and quench thirst
is by consuming water through foods (7). This seems
somewhat counter-intuitive since we have consistently
been taught to drink water. However, choosing foods
with high water content offers the cells in our bodies the
much-needed hydration they require for basic everyday
functioning as well as the vital nutrients to repair and
fortify their membranes (8). What has been gleaned
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from scientific literature is that certain phytochemicals,
such as the triterpenes that cucumber contains, may
offer important cytoprotective capabilities, among other
benefits, that may preserve cutaneous barrier function
and cellular immunity (9, 10). Simply put, cucumbers
don’t solely hydrate, they provide added elements
that your body needs to fortify and regenerate itself.
In fact, researchers identified that cucumbers contain
Rutin and ascorbic acid oxidase, which function as free
radical scavengers, just one mechanistic property that
helps to protect against skin damage (11). Furthermore,
some research has indicated that cucumbers have
known photoprotective activities and provide an SPF
value of 0.2 by itself (12). More recent investigations also
concluded that topical creams with cucumber extract
showed pronounced decrease in melanin and skin sebum,
resulting in skin whitening and anti-acne effects (13). Just
how the cucumber does this is not clearly understood, but
additional investigations into their uses and components
can help us understand the mechanisms at work.

Cucumber uses in medicine
An abundance of research has concentrated on
sustainable botanical ingredients as components in
neutraceuticals and cosmeceuticals (3, 14, 15). However,
currently there is renewed interest in ethnobotany,
and in researching through clinical trials the scientific
basis behind cultural and indigenous uses of plants for
medicinal uses. The results of these trials have many
times stimulated new avenues in research on plants,
vegetables and fruit ingredients and their possible uses
within topical or supplement products. Along those lines,
cucumber folk medicine includes treatment of diarrhea,
gonorrhea, diabetes, hypertension and it has been used to
detoxify, as an anti-inflammatory, serum lipids regulator,
antioxidant, and analgesic (16). While some of these
uses remain unproven, there is accumulating research
confirming cucumber’s phytochemicals as potential
chemopreventive and anticancer agents (17-19).
Cellular dehydration, aging, damage and deterioration
are human inevitabilities. Much scientific research has
been devoted to decoding cellular processes to unlock
methods that would halt, stave off or even transform
natural, chronological aging (20, 21). The conclusions
of these studies have offered new thoughts. Seemingly,
the premise that, «Before there was medicine, there was
food,» comes to mind with a review of the current data on
functional botanicals. Indeed, some of the most exciting
clinical findings on phytochemicals have produced new
knowledge on how to address old problems, such as with
botanicals and photoaging reactive oxygen species, or
with cardiovascular disease and cancer (22-25).
Cucumbers can and have been used in numerous ways
to help augment the diet and hydrate the body, but a
more thorough review of the plant’s key nutrients and
phytochemicals is warranted to offer practical ideas on

the fruit’s use for cell fortification and to target specific
damage whether external, internal or even the result of
emotional stress.

Cyto-pathophysiology
Stress is a threat that is commonly recognized to have
a deleterious effect on our health and well-being. Chronic
stress resulting from environmental sources or cultural
stress can lead to,cell-deteriorating processes such as
inflammation and oxidative stress (26). The result of
these processes is an overproduction of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) and compromised cellular integrity, as
ROS-compromised membranes weaken and allow vital,
hydrating intracellular water (ICW) to evacuate into the
extracellular matrix (27) Additional research is needed
to examine this process in more detail, but theoretically,
as inflammation accumulates, it signals cytokines and
growth factors to allow matrix matalloproteinases
(MMPs) to proliferate, which initiates collagen and
elastin breakdown—leading to and a major contributor
of chronological aging. In patients with compromised
tissues (i.e.: dehydrated cells), this process occurs more
rapidly as cytology has shown that when cells and
connective tissues deteriorate, disorders, diseases and
death occur. One study illustrates this process clearly as
it shows that the elderly, especially if diseased, display
reduced ICW (28). Knowing this, it is conceivable that
decreased ICW may cause patients to be more vulnerable
to the damaging effects of certain toxins, stress levels,
cancers, etc. Addressing water loss and inflammation
with cucumber consumption could be an effective way to
lower stress and fight against the aging process.

Cucumber in an Alkaline Diet
As a rule of thumb: the more alkaline the diet, the
better. High acid foods can cause cell dehydration and
can enhance cellular oxidation and impair immunity. The
most hydrating foods are those packed with the highest
levels of nutrients and are beneficial to cell health. In
general, this includes foods that are anti-inflammatory
and as low acid to alkaline-forming as possible.
Cucumber is one of the most alkaline foods and because
of its triterpenes, it may work well to regulate diseases
that involve the immune system (9).
Most low acid to alkaline fruits and vegetables are
also anti-inflammatory, like cucumber (29). Cucumber
counteracts acidic pH within the body and specifically
in the kidneys, which are tasked with keeping blood
pH within normal levels. Over time, blood pH naturally
becomes more acidic as kidney functions decline with
age. Normal blood pH is between 7.35 and 7.45. When
the body is forced to constantly regulate blood pH, this
overdrive may cause muscle wasting, bone weakening,
hypertension, stroke, cardiovascular disease, and memory
and cognition morbidity and mortality from chronic
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diseases. Because of the antioxidants and minerals it
contains, cucumber combats all of these situations.
A three-year study showed that an alkaline diet can
indeed reduce the speed of muscle wasting that naturally
occurs with aging (30). Research also suggests that an
alkaline diet can assist with chemotherapy treatments,
making the treatments more effective. This is the case
with cucumber, which contains lignans that are being
studied for treating estrogen-related cancers within the
body (31-33). While there are no studies that directly
show an alkaline diet to prevent cancer, research is
ongoing.
In sum, within an alkaline diet, cucumber may
assist cells and connective tissue in retaining water
as it works synergistically to enhance systemic, brain,
and bone health. Additionally, cucumber may provide
the support needed for enhanced enzymatic function,
intracellularly, to prevent degradation of tissues and slow
cell aging. Presumably, an abundance of alkaline cellular
reserves buffers the depletion that occurs when the body
constantly readjusts to maintain proper pH and minimize
cellular acidity.

Conclusion
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Cucumbers are literally one of the most versatile
fruits as it can be used topically, internally and also for
mood stability when modulating stress. Early research
shows that its phytochemicals may provide cancer drugenhancing activity while it staves off cardiovascular
disease. In addition to its soothing properties and
digestive benefits, cucumbers fortify cells so they may
retain hydrated and work at the highest levels, and may
slow age-related cellular deteriorations. Because of its
known therapeutic value, more study on cucumber is
warranted, which will likely open even more scientific
avenues of study and discussion.
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